


If You Give a Character a Lie … 

!!
If you give a character a Lie that is tied to some Dark Moment in his past … he is 
going to believe it. !
And if he believes it … he is going to act certain ways in both his relationships 
with people and with God. !
And if his relationships with people and with God are influenced by a Lie he 
believes, than he’s going to make mistakes – both with the people he loves and 
the God who loves him. !
With that brief nod to If You Give a Mouse a Cookie by children’s author Laura 
Numeroff, let’s talk about why lies can be good things – at least within the 
context of writing compelling characters.
!
We are taught early and often that it’s wrong to tell lies, but it’s not until much 
later in life that we are taught not to embrace lies. But by then, it’s too late – 
we’ve listened to lies about ourselves and believe them to be true.
!
While we often carry around a multitude of lies-that-we-believe-are-true, there is 
usually one lie – the LIE – that affects us more than all the others. This Lie is 
created by some sort of Dark Moment in our past – an experience that wounded 
us emotionally and possibly physically.
!
Let me specific:
!
In 2007, a life-threatening illness took me down for months. In the early days of 
the illness, my doctor-husband closed down his practice and stayed with me 
around the clock. My fever was almost 104 and at times I didn’t recognize him. 
Here’s what we didn’t realize until 18 months ago: In the midst of all the fear and 
stress and questions, our then six-year-old daughter sat outside my bedroom 
door, waiting for her daddy to come out and tell her that I had died. 
!
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Dark Moment for my daughter? Yes.
!
And the Lie she believes because of that incident six years ago is that I’m going 
to leave her – at any time, without notice. If my husband and I allow our 
daughter to continue believing this Lie instead of reassuring her, praying with 
her, telling her who God is – that Dark Moment could affect her relationships 
with both God and others.
!
Now let’s talk about when lies are good. Your fictional characters need to believe 
a Lie – and you, as the author, need to know what the Lie is. 
!
Your character’s past – who  they were before they appeared on page one of 
your manuscript – determines why they say certain things. Why they make 
certain decisions. Why they stiff-arm God. Why they want nothing to do with 
love.
!
Think of wrapping a thin piece of rope around a wooden top and then releasing 
it to spin, spin, spin … and topple. The rope represents your character’s Lie. The 
Lie influences your character’s choices and beliefs because they believe the Lie 
is true. 
!
In Catch a Falling Star, my latest release, my heroine Kendall believes the Lie 
that she will never be picked. Why? Because she had severe childhood asthma, 
and was one of those kids in school who was never picked in gym class. Her 
Dark Moment, which involved her high school hopes for romance, proved the 
“I’ll never be picked” Lie in the worst possible way.  
!
Forget the adage not to tell lies. As an author, you want to craft characters that 
readers care about. One key to doing that is to create the Lies your hero and 
heroine believe. You understand how one major Lie affects them – emotionally 
and spiritually. Use the Lie to deepen your story. Then weave in the spiritual truth 
and allow God to heal the Lie. You’ve created true-to-life fictional characters. 
After all, we’ve all believed lies. And we know the release – the freedom – in 
discovering and embracing the truth.
!
What about you? Are you telling your imaginary characters lies? 
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